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According to Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG), transitivity is a system which 
shows how speakers encode in language their mental picture of reality and their 
experience of the world. The current study is an attempt to apply Halliday’s SFG to 
analyze and to compare the transitivity system in the English and the Chinese news 
reports, with a specific focus on news reports on earthquakes.   
The author intends to provide answers to the following questions: 
1. How does the transitivity system reflect the features of English and Chinese 
news reports on disasters? 
2. What are the distribution and functions of the six processes and the main 
participants in English and Chinese news reports on earthquakes? 
3. Are there any differences or similarities in the distribution of the transitivity 
and what are the possible reasons?  
To guarantee the reliability of the research, all the data of the English news 
reports were taken from The New York Times and China Daily (English version), 
and the Chinese news reports from China Daily (Chinese version) and the website 
of Chinese News (http:// www.chinanews. com. cn). After scanning the content 
and eliminating the repetition reports on the same event in each newspaper, the 
author selected36 related reports as the samples for the current study, which was 
conducted with an approach that combines quantitative with qualitative analysis. 
Because of its special features and significance, headlines were analyzed 
separately from the body texts, and each was analyzed in three steps: 1) marking 
of clauses, 2) calculation of processes, participants and circumstantial elements, 
and 3) comparison and contrast of distribution proportions 
Through the statistical calculation of process distribution, participants and 
circumstantial elements in the English and the Chinese news reports on 














processes appear in both the English and the Chinese news reports on disasters, 
with the material and the verbal processes showing the highest frequency, With 
regard to circumstantial elements, location takes the dominant place. In spite of 
the subtle differences resulting from the different syntactic features of the two 
languages and different culture which may influence reporters choice of 
expression, both the English and the Chinese language tend to have the same 
transitivity features in reporting eruptive disasters.  
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According to Halliday, language is a product of social activities. Served as a tool of 
communication, it has different functions. “Language can mirror the world, and it can 
also shape the world. Language is used to serve a variety of different needs” (Halliday, 
1970:140-165). Then how does language construe the world? More and more linguists 
have become interested in discourse analysis, which has been popular in China over 
the recent 20 years. Halliday’s Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) is one of the 
most guiding theories to conduct discourse analysis.  
A core theory of SFG is the notion of metafunctions. According to Halliday, 
language has three metafuntions, which can be categorized into three facets: 
ideational, interpersonal and textual. The ideational function of the language 
expresses the speaker’s experience of the real world, including the inner world of his 
own consciousness. The interpersonal function reflects the relationships between 
human beings. The textual function links language and context together. All three 
functions are reflected in the structure of clause, every clause is built up of a 
combination of structures deriving from these three functions. Semantically, each 
metafunction of structure which ‘rebounds’ with it, is equally important; there is no 
rational basis for attaching greater importance to one as opposed to the others.  
The current study mainly focuses on the ideational function, which according to 
Halliday, is represented by transitivity system and voice in clauses. “Transitivity 
system describes the whole clause and shows how meaning is represented in the 
clause”. (Simpson, 1993:15) It shows how speakers encode in language their mental 
picture of reality and how they account for their experience of the world around them. 
The transitivity system construes the world of experience into a manageable set of 
process types. There are six types of processes in transitivity system: material, mental, 
relational, behavioral, verbal and existential.  















important means of media is becoming an inseparable part in human life. It is the 
news that opens for us a window to know the world. Language in news is a 
representation of the world. News not only tells readers what happened but also 
stimulates the readers’ interest and even influences their attitudes.  
News reports can be classified into different categories by different standards.  
There is the difference between hard news and soft news. Hard news is also called 
pure news report, which stresses the strictness, timeliness and objectivity of the event. 
By contrast, soft news is much easier and more vivid or humorous, which emphasizes 
the amusement of news report. News on disasters is a special category of news, 
belonging to the category of hard news, though itself having distinguished features.     
The current study of news on disasters is conducted within a theoretical framework 
that takes Halliday’s theory of transitivity as its central support.  Transitivity analysis 
has been applied and enriched by many linguists home and abroad. Halliday 
(1973:103-143) made a transitivity analysis of the novel The Inheritor and found that 
transitivity structure reflects human’s view towards the world. Kennedy (1976:17-38) 
started a discourse analysis to Two Gallants, and explicated the roles of two main 
characters. Burton (1982:195-214) analyzes a passage from The Bell Jar by using the 
transitivity networks. She classifies the processes in the passage and examines the 
identities of the Actors and participants affected by the actions. Short (1976:1-9), Ren 
Shaozeng (1992:17-22), Yang Xinzhang (1992:31-34), etc. have all conducted 
significant research in analyzing the texts in fiction by using SFG’s theory of 
transitivity. 
Transitivity has also been applied to practical discourse analysis. News report as an 
integral part of practical discourse has often been analyzed. Earlier study of news 
texts was sometimes a comparative analysis of two news reports on the same event, or 
an analysis of transitivity in one news report. As far as the corpus was concerned, the 
previous study was confined to the analysis of the headlines or single clauses of two 
pieces of selected news. The comparative study was limited to English news reports 
and the Chinese translation.  
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